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- Once you join the game, you'll start with
a pet - a Buddinpal. - While you play mini

games and feed your Buddinpal, you'll
gain XP and level up. - Depending on

what you do, your Buddinpal will evolve,
learn new abilities and change in

appearance. - Learn more about your
Buddinpal and what you do through the
in-game "toy". - Create lots of gameplay
content with a variety of toy add-ons you

can buy from the store. - Participate in
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events to unlock specific Buddinpal's
stats. - Once you reach level 5, you can
unlock a "Premium Buddy". - You can

evolve your Buddinpal to the next level
by playing minigames. - Once you reach
level 15, you can evolve your Buddinpal
to the next level by playing minigames. -
Now that you have leveled up your Buddy
to the next level, you can raise him or her

to become a spirit pet. - A Spirit Buddy
has different abilities and even spells. -

When you invite your friends to join your
game, they can become Spirit Pets. -

They can be as simple as a "Fool" or a
"Cupid" or "Mars" or "Aldebaran" or as
complex as the Buddinpal's Spirit Pet. -
Each Buddy changes color each day. -

Buddy Coloring occurs every night. - You
can feed your Buddy to level up your

current Buddy. - When level 15 is
reached, all Spirit Pets look identical, and
only "unlock" new abilities. - There are 30
kinds of Buddinpals, but only 15 of those
are available in the game. - The Buddy

you want to unlock is determined by your
game progress. - Once your Buddy's

Unlock conditions are satisfied, you can
go and feed the Buddy a different "pet"
to level it up. After placing your order,
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the default activation window will appear.
You can either register using your

Microsoft ID or create a new account. In
order to use the "Find a Friend" feature
for this game, you will need to have a
web browser enabled. Simply add the
publisher's website to your RSS feeds.

Your friends will get notified once you're
online. You may update your order and

checkout at any time. Get Sales
Alerts(Warning: This feature is currently

in Preview) The following
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Features Key:
Discover a haunted underbelly of London.

Explore a whole other side of the Watchmen.
Uncover the secrets of the island.

Discover the other side to the chaos of the cult game.

This is one of those rare, unmissable games. Art direction is beautiful, the gameplay is
great, and the story draws you in. I can't actually think of a reason you wouldn't wanna
give this a try. Well done Double Fine.
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Check out our full Double Fine forums review here!
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